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Pentagon outlines AI strategy

May faces fresh Brexit rebellion

Citizenship close for footballer

The US military wants to expand its
use of artificial intelligence in warfare,
but says it will take care to deploy the
technology in accordance with the
nation’s values. The Pentagon outlined
its first AI strategy in a newly-released
report. The plan calls for accelerating the
use of AI systems throughout the military,
from intelligence-gathering operations
to predicting maintenance problems in
planes or ships.

Prime Minister Theresa May is facing the
prospect of a fresh Brexit rebellion from
hardline Tory MPs in a key Commons
vote on her EU withdrawal stance. As
MPs prepared to again vote on Brexit
options, Eurosceptic Conservatives were
threatening to oppose the government’s
motion. Tory critics insist the motion
effectively means May is abandoning a
no-deal exit option.

Prime Minister Scott Morrison has told
refugee footballer Hakeem al-Araibi his
Australian citizenship isn’t “too far away”.
The 25-year-old met the prime minister
in Canberra, two days after returning to
the country following more than 70 days
in a Thailand prison. “It’s wonderful to
have you here, I know it’s been a trying
time for you,” Morrison said.

US budget deficit up 41.8%

Most affordable areas revealed

Pike River re-entry gears up

The federal budget deficit in December
totalled $13.5 billion, helping to push
the deficit for the first three months of
this budget year up 41.8 per cent from
the same period the previous year. The
Treasury Department said the budget
deficit from October through December
totals $318.9 billion, up from a deficit of
$225 billion for the same three months in
the previous year.

Sunderland has been identified as
the most affordable area in England
and Wales for single people to get on
the property ladder. Zoopla made the
findings after comparing the costs of
one-bedroom flats in local authority
areas with local average wages. The
research also found that, outside
London, Hertsmere in Hertfordshire was
the least affordable location for single
people to buy a property.

Police will not enter the Pike River mine
before the drift is entirely recovered,
unless critical evidence is found. Assistant
Police Commissioner Tasha Penny made
the announcement as media were given
a briefing at Pike River. The government
announced in November that the Pike
River mine will be re-entered in February
and this week Pike River Recovery Agency
mining staff have been receiving forensic
training by New Zealand Police.
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Airbus to stop making A380

No-deal Brexit still on the table

Crews counting bushfire toll

European aviation giant Airbus says it
will stop making its superjumbo A380 in
2021 for lack of customers, abandoning
the world’s biggest passenger jet and one
of the aviation industry’s most ambitious
and most troubled endeavors. Barely
a decade after the 500-plus-seat plane
started carrying passengers, Airbus said
key client Emirates is cutting back its
orders for the plane.

Downing Street has denied that Theresa
May is taking a no-deal Brexit off the
table. Eurosceptic Tories are threatening
to rebel in a key Brexit vote over a motion
tabled in the Prime Minister’s name
which they claim would commit her to
avoiding EU withdrawal without a deal.

Around 20 homes have been razed as
bushfires continue to burn out of control
in northern NSW. The Tingha fire, which
was downgraded to a watch-and-act
alert, has destroyed at least nine homes
and damaged one other, the NSW Rural
Fire Service said. About 18 outbuildings
such as sheds have been destroyed in
the 18,000-hectare fire.

PNG on the hunt for missing cars

Virtual GP service set to expand

Old bridge to get with the times

A Papua New Guinea police
superintendent was hot on the trail of
one of the many high-end cars he’s trying
to recover after an international summit.
About 275 cars are missing or overdue
in the impoverished Pacific nation since
it hosted the Asia-Pacific Economic
Cooperation summit in November. Many
denounced the country at the time for
buying 40 expensive Maseratis to ferry
around world leaders.

A virtual GP service has been given the
green light to expand to a second major
city after health leaders dropped their
objections. NHS England confirmed it had
found a solution to previous concerns
around access to immunisation and
screening programmes for GP at Hand
patients and lifted its objections to it
expansion.

An iconic Queenstown bridge, and
unofficial war memorial, has just been
formally named, but what’s in store for
its future? The Edith Cavell Bridge has
provided a link for the QueenstownWakatipu community for the past
century. But Queenstown Lakes District
Council plans to explore future options
for the Arthurs Point crossing.
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Pentagon outlines
its first AI strategy

US budget deficit
rises 41.8 per cent

The US military wants to expand its use of artificial
intelligence in warfare, but says it will take care
to deploy the technology in accordance with the
nation’s values.

The federal budget deficit in December totalled $13.5
billion, helping to push the deficit for the first three
months of this budget year up 41.8 per cent from the
same period the previous year.

The Pentagon outlined its first AI strategy in a
newly-released report.
The plan calls for accelerating the use of AI systems
throughout the military, from intelligence-gathering operations
to predicting maintenance problems in planes or ships. It
urges the US to advance such technology swiftly before other
countries chip away at its technological advantage.
“Other nations, particularly China and Russia, are making
significant investments in AI for military purposes, including in
applications that raise questions regarding international norms
and human rights,” the report said.
The report makes little mention of autonomous weapons but
cites an existing 2012 military directive that requires humans
to be in control.
The US and Russia are among a handful of nations that have
blocked efforts at the United Nations for an international ban
on “killer robots” – fully autonomous weapons systems that
could one day conduct war without human intervention. The
US has argued that it’s premature to try to regulate them.
The strategy unveiled by the Department of Defense this
week is focused on more immediate applications, but even
some of those have sparked ethical debates.
The Pentagon hit a roadblock in its AI efforts last year after
internal protests at Google led the tech company to drop out
of Project Maven, which uses algorithms to interpret aerial
video images from conflict zones. Other companies have
sought to fill the vacuum, and the Pentagon is working with
AI experts from industry and academia to establish ethical
guidelines for its AI applications. ■

The Treasury Department said the budget deficit from October
through December totals $318.9 billion, up from a deficit of
$225 billion for the same three months in the previous year.
So far this budget year, tax revenue is up a tiny 0.2 per cent,
reflecting the impacts of the tax cuts passed in 2017. Spending
is up 9.6 per cent.
The Trump administration contends that its tax cuts will
end up boosting government revenue because they will spur
increased economic growth. But private economists believe
the temporary boost for the tax cuts will soon fade and growth
will slow again, resulting in lost government revenue.
The Congressional Budget Office is projecting that this year’s
deficit will jump to $897 billion, up 15.1 per cent from last
year’s deficit of $779 billion. Last year’s deficit had been the
largest since 2012.
The CBO said last month that the annual deficits are headed
higher over the next decade and will top $1 trillion starting in
2022 and will never drop below $1 trillion in annual deficits
through 2029, the end of the CBO forecast window.
The new budget report showed that individual tax receipts
were down 1 per cent in the October-December period
compared to a year ago. Corporate taxes are down 18 per cent
during the same period.
The $1.5 trillion tax cut that President Donald Trump pushed
through Congress in December 2017 took effect in January
of last year. That meant that the current budget year is being
compared to a period from last year’s budget before the tax
cuts took effect.
Total government receipts were $771.2 billion for the first
three months of this budget year, a gain of 0.2 per cent.
Outlays totalled $1.09 trillion, up 9.6 per cent from the first
three months of the 2018 budget year. ■
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May faces fresh
Brexit rebellion

Most affordable
areas revealed

Prime Minister Theresa May is facing the prospect of a
fresh Brexit rebellion from hardline Tory MPs in a key
Commons vote on her EU withdrawal stance.

Sunderland has been identified as the most affordable
area in England and Wales for single people to get on the
property ladder.

As MPs prepared to again vote on Brexit options,
Eurosceptic Conservatives were threatening to oppose
the government’s motion.
Tory critics insist the motion effectively means May is
abandoning a no-deal exit option.
The latest showdown comes as European Council
president Donald Tusk expressed frustration at a lack
of progress in London.
“No news is not always good news. EU27 still waiting for
concrete, realistic proposals from London on how to break
#Brexit impasse,” he tweeted.
Dutch PM Mark Rutte, meanwhile, said the Netherlands
was already benefiting from businesses relocating from a
“diminished” Britain.
In a bid to keep lines open with EU leaders, May spoke with
French president Emmanuel Macron and Romanian president
Klaus Iohannis.
But she faces an immediate threat in the Commons as Tory
Brexiteers have expressed concern at the thrust of part of the
government motion.
Many back the fact it reiterates support for the direction
agreed on January 29, when MPs supported an amendment
authorising May to return to Brussels to renegotiate the
controversial Irish backstop.
But members of the backbench European Research Group
say it effectively endorses another amendment approved by
MPs that day, which rules out no-deal but is not binding on the
government.
Though May is expected to be able to weather a defeat
on the government motion, such an outcome would be
embarrassing as she seeks to get the EU to agree to changes
regarding withdrawal proposals. ■

Zoopla made the findings after comparing the costs of onebedroom flats in local authority areas with local average wages.
The research also found that, outside London, Hertsmere
in Hertfordshire was the least affordable location for single
people to buy a property.
Within London, Kensington and Chelsea was found to be
the most expensive borough, where the mortgage payments
needed could equate to 77.7 per cent of a typical monthly local
pre-tax wage.
Bexley was found to be the most affordable London
borough, with mortgage payments on homes equating to
about 27.76 per cent of monthly wages.
The research made several assumptions, including that
someone would have a 15 per cent deposit to put down and
that they would be paying off a mortgage over 25 years.
It found mortgage repayments in Sunderland could
potentially equate to 9.2 per cent of someone’s monthly wage,
compared with 35.1 per cent in Hertsmere.
While Zoopla’s calculations about buyers’ potential mortgage
payments were theoretical, in reality, lenders must carry
out strong checks to make sure people’s mortgages were
affordable and that they were not borrowing more than they
would comfortably be able to pay back.
Zoopla spokeswoman Annabel Dixon said: “The most
affordable area for single buyers is northern England, while
those in southern England are forced to sacrifice a much larger
portion of their monthly wage.”
Zoopla used Office for National Statistics full-time gross
earnings figures to make the calculations. ■
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Refugee footballer Hakeem al-Araibi meets Prime Minister Scott Morrison in Canberra.

The entrance of the Pike River coal mine where 29 men were killed by an explosion.
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Citizenship close for
refugee footballer

Pike River mine
re-entry gears up

Prime Minister Scott Morrison has told refugee footballer
Hakeem al-Araibi his Australian citizenship isn’t “too
far away”.

Police will not enter the Pike River mine before the drift
is entirely recovered, unless critical evidence is found.
Assistant Police Commissioner Tasha Penny made the
announcement as media were given a briefing at Pike River.
The government announced in November that the Pike River
mine will be re-entered in February and this week Pike River
Recovery Agency mining staff have been receiving forensic
training by New Zealand Police.
Entering the 3.2km tunnel is estimated to cost $36 million.
The aim is to recover the bodies of the 29 men who died
there and search for clues as to why it exploded in 2010.
The Pike River Recovery Agency has given itself until June
2020 to complete the exhaustive work of safely re-entering the
mine and properly investigating what has gone on inside. ■

The 25-year-old met the prime minister in Canberra, two days
after returning to the country following more than 70 days in a
Thailand prison.
“It’s wonderful to have you here, I know it’s been a trying time
for you,” Morrison said.
“We are so pleased you are here now and that you can come
and live your life here in Australia.”
The prime minister said he hoped to see al-Araibi at
a citizenship ceremony soon, adding: “I don’t think it’s
too far away”.
Foreign Minister Marise Payne confirmed the footballer’s
citizenship application was “well under way”.
Al-Araibi thanked the two, as well as former Socceroo Craig
Foster, who helped lead the campaign to free him.
The prime minister gifted al-Araibi a soccer ball, which he
signed ‘Welcome home Hakeem’, and asked the footballer to
sign one for him.
Labor MP Andrew Giles, who represents the Victorian
electorate of Scullin where al-Araibi lives, told the footballer he
had written to immigration minister on his behalf.
Al-Araibi and his wife were honeymooning in Bangkok
when he was arrested in November at the request of his birth
country Bahrain, which was seeking his extradition.
He was wanted after fleeing the country when charged with
vandalising a police station in 2012 and sentenced to 10 years
in jail in absentia.
Al-Araibi denied the crime, saying he was playing in a
nationally televised soccer match at the time.
Under diplomatic pressure, Bahrain this week dropped the
case, allowing al-Araibi to return to Australia.
On his return to Melbourne, al-Araibi openly declared his
love for Australia. ■
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An Airbus 1380 superjumbo. - AP

A fleet of Maserati cars are seen during the 2018 Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation
(APEC) forum in Port Moresby, Papua New Guinea. - AAP
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Airbus to stop making
A380 superjumbo

PNG on the hunt for
275 missing cars

European aviation giant Airbus says it will stop making
its superjumbo A380 in 2021 for lack of customers,
abandoning the world’s biggest passenger jet and one
of the aviation industry’s most ambitious and most
troubled endeavors.

A Papua New Guinea police superintendent was hot on
the trail of one of the many high-end cars he’s trying to
recover after an international summit.
About 275 cars are missing or overdue in the impoverished
Pacific nation since it hosted the Asia-Pacific Economic
Cooperation (APEC) summit in November. Many denounced
the country at the time for buying 40 expensive Maseratis to
ferry around world leaders, cars which it later planned to sell.
Although the Maseratis are accounted for, other cars
are not.
Superintendent Dennis Corcoran said he was heading
to pick up one of the missing cars, which somebody had
tried to sell.
The thief had disappeared. “The driver absconded,” Corcoran
said. “But we got the vehicle.”
Corcoran wasn’t eager to elaborate much on his operation
due to the “delicate” sensitivities around his work, referring
further comment to Finance Secretary Ken Ngangan, who
couldn’t be immediately reached.
Since the summit finished, soldiers and police have
blockaded government buildings and stormed Parliament in an
ongoing pay dispute over APEC security work.
With so many pressing needs in the nation of 7 million
people, many were dismayed at the amount of money spent
on the summit, hosting leaders that included US Vice President
Mike Pence and Chinese President Xi Jinping.
Corcoran is heading a new unit in the police tasked with
recovering all the state assets purchased for APEC in the three
years leading up to the summit.
In a statement announcing the formation of the unit,
Corcoran said he would address “the ongoing misuse
and abuse of state assets that were bought using the
people’s money”. ■

Barely a decade after the 500-plus-seat plane started carrying
passengers, Airbus said key client Emirates is cutting back its
orders for the plane, and as a result, “we have no substantial
A380 backlog and hence no basis to sustain production”.
The decision could hurt up to 3500 jobs, Airbus said.
The decision is a boon for rival Boeing and a crushing blow
for Airbus. The European plane maker had hoped the A380
would squeeze out Boeing’s 747 and revolutionize air travel as
more people take to the skies.
Instead, airlines have been cautious about committing
to the costly plane, so huge that airports had to build new
runways and modify terminals to accommodate it. The doubledecker planes started flying in 2008 and seated more than
500 passengers.
The A380 had troubles from the start, including tensions
between Airbus’ French and German management and
protracted production delays and cost overruns. Those
prompted a company restructuring that cost thousands
of jobs.
Industry experts initially expected A380s to long outlast the
747, which is celebrating its 50th birthday this year.
When it started taking on passengers in 2008, the A380
was hailed for its roominess, large windows, high ceilings and
quieter engines. Some carriers put in showers, lounges, duty
free shops, and bars on both decks. ■
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Government not ruling
out no-deal Brexit

Virtual GP service
set for expansion

Downing Street has denied that Theresa May is taking a
no-deal Brexit off the table.

A virtual GP service has been given the green light to
expand to a second major city after health leaders
dropped their objections.

Eurosceptic Tories are threatening to rebel in a key Brexit
vote over a motion tabled in the Prime Minister’s name which
they claim would commit her to avoiding EU withdrawal
without a deal.
The motion asks the House to reiterate its support for the
approach agreed on January 29, when the Commons backed
an amendment authorising May to go back to Brussels to
renegotiate the controversial Irish backstop.
But members of the backbench European Research Group
say that it effectively endorses another amendment approved
by MPs the same day, which rules out no-deal but is not
binding on the Government.
Leading ERG member Mark Francois said: “We cannot vote
for this as it is currently configured because it rules out no-deal
and removes our negotiating leverage in Brussels.
“The Prime Minister, if she went through the lobbies for this
tomorrow night, would be voting against the guarantees she
has given in the Commons for months. It is madness.”
May’s official spokesman said: “What the motion reflects is
the position the Prime Minister set out after those votes, which
is the Parliament wants the UK to leave with a deal, but in
order to do so it requires us to secure legally-binding changes
in relation to the backstop.”
He added: “No-deal is an eventuality we wish to avoid, but
one we continue to plan for. Does no-deal remain on the table?
The answer is yes.”
The spokesman declined to discuss reports that senior
negotiator Olly Robbins was overheard in a Brussels bar
saying that May planned to wait until the end of March before
confronting MPs with a choice between her deal or a lengthy
delay to Brexit. ■

NHS England confirmed it had found a solution to previous
concerns around access to immunisation and screening
programmes for GP at Hand patients and lifted its objections
to it expansion.
The decision paves the wave for the service, created
by healthcare technology firm Babylon Health, to launch
in Birmingham.
But senior medics branded the decision “disappointing
and premature” and said it was “inappropriate” to allow GP
at Hand’s expansion before an independent evaluation of
it is published.
GP at Hand offers a GP consultation via a smartphone 24
hours a day to patients who live or work in various locations in
London, with the promise of a video consultation within two
hours of booking.
If a patient needs a face-to-face appointment, they must
travel to clinics in commuter hubs.
It is hosted by Hammersmith and Fulham Clinical
Commissioning Group (CCG) and Babylon Health said more
than 40,000 people were registered to use GP at Hand.
Health Secretary Matt Hancock has previously described GP
at Hand as “revolutionary” and said: “I want to see GP At Hand
available to all, not based on their postcode.”
But the service has proved controversial since it was
launched in the capital last year, and has been accused of
“cherry-picking” healthy patients.
Birmingham and Solihull CCG has previously objected to the
expansion of GP at Hand into the city, raising concerns about
fragmentation of care and patient safety.
Plans to expand the scheme to Birmingham were initially
blocked by NHS England due to concerns about patient access
to screening, but NHS England has now confirmed a solution
had been found. ■
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Burnt out cars seen in Tingha, New South Wales. - AAP

Queenstown Lakes District Mayor Jim Boult. - RNZ / Supplied
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Crews begin counting
toll from bushfires

Hundred-year-old bridge
to get with the times

Around 20 homes have been razed as bushfires continue
to burn out of control in northern NSW.

An iconic Queenstown bridge, and unofficial war
memorial, has just been formally named, but what’s in
store for its future?

The Tingha fire, which was downgraded to a watch-and-act
alert, has destroyed at least nine homes and damaged one
other, the NSW Rural Fire Service said.
About 18 outbuildings such as sheds have been destroyed in
the 18,000-hectare fire.
Crews are attempting to contain the blaze with back-burning
before it reaches the Old Mill and Gilgai communities.
Some residents returned to scorched properties
near Tingha.
Kim Deans, who sold off most stock on her eight-hectare
property last week due to drought, said it was a miracle
her home was standing and her last remaining cow and
calf survived.
“We’re incredibly grateful our house is still standing thanks to
the firefighters and locals who put themselves in harm’s way to
protect life and property,” she said.
“And they’re still going (saving other properties).”
Deans said one of her neighbours had lost their home while
many others would have suffered livestock losses.
Kathy Vickery said her farm south of Tingha had little
livestock feed because of drought and she was concerned how
much the fire would destroy.
“It’s coming into the property but we’re very lucky we have
cleared land so the house should be fine,” she said.
“For everyone else, it’s going to be a very interesting day.”
Meanwhile, another fire allegedly started in a backyard
rubbish bin at Tabulum on the NSW-Queensland border
destroyed 10 homes.
It also razed 23 outbuildings and damaged a further six
homes as it burned through 4000 hectares.
A 40-year-old woman is accused of setting alight the
rubbish during a total fire ban and is due to appear in
Casino Local Court. ■

The Edith Cavell Bridge has provided a link for the
Queenstown-Wakatipu community for the past century.
But Queenstown Lakes District Council plans to explore
future options for the Arthurs Point crossing.
Earlier this month, the single-lane bridge was formally named
after a heroic English World War I nurse who was executed
during the war for her role in helping Allied soldiers leave
German-occupied Belgium.
District Mayor Jim Boult said the timing was right to consider
future crossings for the Shotover River.
“The Edith Cavell Bridge has served its community well for
100 years, but it’s no surprise that our local traffic is rapidly
outgrowing a one-lane bridge,” he said.
“We are only at the point of initiating thinking, but felt the
time was right to let the community know that we are looking
at what is needed to provide sufficient traffic flow.”
The changes would involve traffic lights or a second crossing,
Boult said.
“We have budget for the exploratory work but costs for
delivering the final adopted solution would need to be agreed
in a future 10-year plan,” he said. ■
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